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ABOUT US

The initial issue . . .

Individual Client Level Data – ICLD
Must be provided to OT/MSD
Or in other words . . .

No Data, No Funding
NGOs to hand over people’s personal
information in return for government
funding. A contract requirement.

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Affects . . .

Ordinary citizens
Anyone seeking advice from an agency that gets
some funding from MSD/OT

Helping agencies
NGOs that get some funding from MSD/OT for
services to individuals

WHO DOES IT AFFECT?

Budget services
Couple seeking advice on paying their mortgage now that one
of them has been made redundant.

Family services
Parent seeking advice on dealing with a troublesome teenager.

Addiction services
Gambler seeking help to kick the addiction.
EXAMPLES

Why does MSD want this information?
The emphasis has changed from . . .

• Evidence on where to target government spending –
‘what works’
To . . .

• People who need help are matched to the right
services and to know the ‘life journey’
• And later under media pressure…. 5 NGO’s involved is stressful …
monitoring number of agencies involved
MSD RATIONALE

Will personal information improve services?
The connection is not apparent.

Governments and service providers need information.
But we cannot ignore issues of . . .
•
•
•
•

Privacy
Purpose
Risk
Ethics

WHAT ELSE MATTERS

Why worry?
As a citizen who seeks help–

•

You could potentially go on a database of “vulnerable
people”

•

Your children will be in the database

•

You will be subject to risk profiling

•

You don’t know how long the data will be held

•

Or what it will be used/re-used for

•

Or who will see it

IMPLICATIONS FOR CITIZENS

Why worry?
As a service provider –
• Your service was built on the promise of confidentiality

•

No agreement to provide data, no contract/funding

•

People who need help may not seek it

•

Funding cuts if service users refuse to go on database

•

Hefty compliance costs

•

No control of data use once handed over (consent for use)

•

Professional ethics

SERVICE PROVIDERS’ CONCERNS

Coercion
“The ability . . . to decline service to a
potential customer because they will not

consent to sharing information potentially
reflects the tensions between informed
consent and coercive consent.”
MSD report to Assoc Min Jo Goodhew March 2016

SERVICE PROVIDERS’ CONCERNS

What social service providers said:
“The most hard to reach children and families will not reach
out for help.”
“For me, privacy and confidentiality are the basis of the work
I do with people in distress.”
“Whether family support, budgeting, counselling . . . the
information is sensitive and private . . . Providing identifiable
data to government agencies is risky. ”

SERVICE PROVIDERS’ CONCERNS

SUMMARY

Taking a stand worked:
High media exposure gets public debate going.
Privacy Commission inquiry, 500+ responses to online survey and
input from ComVoices working group – report is damning of MSD
approach. Minister responds that issues will be addressed.
Security breach occurs for those required to load data, Minister
commissions independent review, report is critical of process.

PM acknowledges on Radio interview (8 May) that the “people whom
the data is about should have control of that data”

RESULTS OF TAKING A STAND

What social service providers say:
“The most hard to reach children and families will not reach
out for help.”
“For me, privacy and confidentiality are the basis of the work
I do with people in distress.”
“Whether family support, budgeting, counselling . . . the
information is sensitive and private . . . Providing identifiable
data to government agencies is risky. ”
SERVICE PROVIDERS’ CONCERNS

Big Data - multiple initiatives underway:
• Social Investment Unit – building a data exchange system
for government (with a 5-year timeframe)
(www.siu.govt.nz), - recent announcement to be new
agency with Superu included
• Data Futures – leading discussion with citizens about data
– “social licence” (www.datafutures.co.nz)

• Government endorsed principles of value, inclusion, trust
and control proposed by the NZ Data Futures Forum (Feb
2015)
GOVERNMENT, CITIZENS & DATA

Big Data - more
• IDI – Integrated Data Infrastructure. Principal research
database containing “de-identified” microdata about people
and households (stats.govt.nz/idi-data)
• Data Commons – “A high-trust, lower-cost alternative to
enable data integration and reuse” (datacommons.org.nz)
• And Superu, Treasury, DIA, and the NGO sector
• Interesting articles in Public Sector Journal Sept 2016
(ipanz.org.nz)
GOVERNMENT, CITIZENS & DATA

What next: the Data/Evidence journey has just begun
•

Minister Tolley and Adams announces change of approach

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/next-steps-individual-client-level-data
•

Still fish hooks - intent to vary contracts by year end, risk of being a delay tactic
to get past election

•

Essential to stay informed, engaged and vigilante on the rights of privacy, trust
and control

•

Engage in social investment debate on what that actually means and looks like
– actuarial approach is bad for outcomes! And what’s the real purpose of ultra
targeting?

https://thespinoff.co.nz/politics/24-05-2017/is-social-investment-just-a-warm-and-fuzzy-cloak-for-seeking-toshrink-the-state/

STAY ENGAGED

